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Kaiser's Fall Was Prophesied in 1500 By a German Monk
A most remarkable prophesy
made by the German monk
Fratre Johannes, in the year
1600, seems to be nearing
As a key to this pro
the
phecy one has only
following, it is pointed out by the
full-fillme-

will overrun the earth, and he
will be master of the secrets of
the mighty. He will have learn
ed men in his pay, who will 4r
maintain and endertake to prove
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The ki"d of Coal that BURNS UP into ASHES
and
his celestial mission.
q has the heating and lasting qualities a 'so.
A War will afford him the op
Great Falls, Montana, Leader.: portunity of throwing off the
Chociest dried Fruits, Canned Fruits, Co f-Luthis
a
German
mask. It will not be in tho first
The Kaiser
fees, Breakfast Foods, Syrups, DRUGS, Toilet
Art
eran he has a withered arm.
instance a war which he will
icles, and the best of Stationery.
Germany is the Black Eagle. wage against a French monarcn
Austria, her ally has also an But it will be ono of such nature
that after two weeks al! will re
Eagle.
alize its universal character
Russia is the White Eagle.
4444-Not only all christains. but
France it the cock.
England, the British empire, Musselmans and even more dis
is the Leopard. .
You probably are, if your farm lacks profer Improve
ant peoples will be involved
poor
results
gives
land
of
piece
A
poorly cultivated
menta.
from the four quarters of the
'
by
'
the
prophecy
following
The
earth.
:
We have the IMPLEMENTS.
who
monk. Fratre Johannes,
For by the third week the an
P & O Sled LiBter Cultivator
1600 is re
year
lived
the
about
gels will perceive that the man is
" Sulky Lister, 2 or 4 wheel
markable in its application to the the antíchri t and that all will
&
" Walking Lister
present worlci criéis. The auth
become his slaves if they do not
" Wiggletail Cullivator
ticity of this prophecy was at
this conquerer.
overthrow
" Walking Cultivators
Dealers in ryods, Shei and Nti ns
first doubted because of a few
Antichriet will be reoognized
Canton Irun wheel farm truck
discrepancies in the text the
Ladies & Sents Furnishings.
matter, was referred to the news by various tokens in special he
We carry a complete line of implements and farm mawill massacre the priests, the
paper information bureau at
terial.
women, the children
Washington and Director Fred- monks, the
He will show in
aged.
the
and
erick J. Haskins repl;ed as
mercy, but will pass torch in
hand, he the barbarians, but
CO
invoking Christ.
His word8of imposture will re
semble those of Chrtstans, but
PS
his vows of all the human race
AN
He will havaan eagle in his
J. S. Phillips, Prop.
arms, there will also ba an eagle
in the arms of his confederate.
Do yeu realiza that America is fighting for her life?
if
UNITED
unbeatable
is
many
America
a
fight:
has lost
But the latter will be a Uhristain W
two
WORLD
issues
be
only
can
war.
There
world
not otherwise. This is a
and will die from the maledicti00
We
or
win
be
"draw"
can
tio
There
ALL.
LIBERTY OR SLAVERY FOR
of Pope Beuedict. who will be
at the beginning of the reign of
we lose.
'
IT IS UP TO AMERICA AND UP TO YOU
antichrist.
In ORder o conquer antichrtt
PS
The brave young manhood of our nation is freely GIVING all; pledging its
to
aga'nst
worse
necessary
will
a
fate
more
yours
be
kill
and
it
you
defend
usalf
to
life
up
yeilding
entire future,
worse. Will you begrudge
men than Rome ever oontained.
than that of the Belgian for the Kaiser hates us
to
limit?
P. will need the energies of all
the
defenders
home
gallant
our
CO
to
back
dollars
your
the LENDING of
cock,
because
the
kingdoms
the
day.?
'single
a
for
Can you hesitate about if
leopard and the white eagle will
GO AND BUY YOUR LIBERTY BOND
not be able to make an end of
This space is patriotically donated by tbe
the black e&gle without the aid
of the prayers and the vows of
the human race,
Nver will humanity haveo9en
BANkOFCOMMERCE OF TAIBAN
faced with such a peril, because
the triumph of the ntichrist
would be that of the demon, who
NEW MEXICO
will have taken possession of his
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LONE STAR LUMBER COMPANY.
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Over-confiden-
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AMERICAN ARE YOU?

HOW MUCH OF

Q

Garage and
Machine Shop

Best equipped shop
between Clovis and

oe

Albuquerque

Accessories, gasoline and oils

'

o
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TO-DA-

Right prices
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Y

ABO HOSPITAL

Garage

personality.
For it has been said

THE DOUBLE STANDARD
OIL & GAS COMPANY
PRICE OF STOCK 10 CENTS A SHARE
Capital Stook $100.000., full paid,
$100. invested in oil has paid $40.000, and
may do so here.
Wages never made a man rich, but a small
investment has.
STOCK SELLING AT 10 CENTS A SHARE
$20. buys 200. shakes; $50. buys 500. shares
non-assess-

BUYS 1000. SHARES.
desired send 2 ots a

$100.

ab

share oash and 2 cts
If
per share each month.
5 J& discount for all cash.
Figure what It means if, it advances to $1.00
as others have done.
Our holdings are in Wyoming, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Kentucky, Colorido Texas, where
wells produce as as 10,000 barres per day.
One 100 barrel well will pay $72,000.00 a
year, which would enable us to pay 4 a month
dividends on stock isned, as 50ac of net profit
are to be paid in dividends to stockholders.
We are Belling stoívk to increase holding?,
drill wells and pay dividends.
Buy now before it advances
GENERAL OFFICES: 830 Seventeenth St.,
Boston Building,
Denver, Colorado.
Win, F. Reynolds, Secretary.
Salesmen Wanted. Send'forjfree oil Map and
L'ieratu re.
"if---

.

"In reply to your letter asking

that

20

centures afterthe incarnation of
the world the beaft will be in

in his turn and will
whether the prophecy oy the menace the world with as many
monk, Fratre Johannes, is real, evils as the devine incarnation
we would say that this prophecy has broughtit graces.
was discovered in an old parch
Toward the 2,000 antichrist
ment in t'ie convent of the Holy
will be made manifest. His army
Ghost at Wiamar, in Germany,
and is kept under glass in the will surpass in number anything
town hall of this city. There that can be imagined. Ihere
w ill be Christains among the co
have been nuraerous'trapslations
hortsand there will be Monaco
which texts vary somewhat.
among tbe cefenders of
raedans
Wt are returning yuur oopy o f
lamb
as well as some heaththe
the prophecy.
en
soldiers.
' The discrepencies which we
For the first time the lamb will
noted and which you may also
notice, are probably dTie to the be red for blood will flow in the
variations in the translations of domains for the four elephants
thetext. On the whole it is a re. at or.ee.
The black eagle will hurl itself
markable prophecy."
upon
the cock, whom will lose
It is as follows:
many
leathers.
It will soon be
The real

antichrist willbeone

Caved & Haga

c a Tinted

FOR
ABSTRACTS of TITLE iii De

Baca

County

SEE

COUNTY ABSTRACT COM PAN Y
DE BACA
r SUMNER, NEW
Manaqe

J.

FOR

E. PARDUE,

time will be as nothing: compared to that which will take
place in the Lutheran oountrv.
When the beast finds himself
lost he will beoome furious.
Men will be able to cross the
rivers over the bodies of the

dead.
Antichrist will sue for peace
many times, butth? seven angels
who, march before three animals of the land, will have
that victory will not be
givn except on condition that
antichrist will be oruehed like
straw upon the threshing floor.
The three animals will not be
permitted to stopifightin as long
as antichrist has eoldier.
It will be made manifest that
the combat whicli win ob lougm
out in that part of the country in
which antichrist forces his arms,
am- no human conflict, l tie

of the monarchs of his time, a exhausted, but for the leopard
Lutheran Protestant.
He will and its c'aws.
The black eagle, who wiil come
invoke God and give himeelfout
as His messenger, cr apcetle.
from the land of Luther, will
This prince of lies will swear make a surprise attack upon the
by the Bible. He will represent cock,
himself as the arm ot the most
The white eagle will come from
high, pent to ctaetite corrup the north.
peoples.
The black eagle will find itself
He will have only one arm but
forced to let go th cock in or
his innumerable armies, who will
to fight the white eagle
take for their device the words, der
whereupon the cock will have to
"God is with us," will resemble
pursue the blaok eagle into the
the infernal regicns.
land of the antichrist tc aid the
For a long time he will act by
eagle.
cm ft and strategy. Ilia spies white
The battles fought up to thaa

pro-claim-

ed

MEXICO

mal defenders of !the lamb

will

exterminate the last army of antichrist.
Antichrist will lose his crown
and will die in s ilitude and madness. His empire will be divided into 22 states but none wil,
have any longer fortifioations
armias or ships of war.
The white eagles, by order of
Micheal, vúll drive the eresent
out of Europe, where there will
ro longer any but Christains.
He will install himself at Constantinople.
The Kansas Democrat.

FORBES
Auctioneer
Glovia

TATBAJí VALLEY NEWS.

AN EPITOME OF

FOREIGN
Secretary of War Baker, who has
been on a trip to Rome and the Italian
front, arrived in Paris.
Lieut C. R. Holmes and Private J.
A. Murphy have been decorated with
the French war cross for capturing a
German sentinel.
Emperor William has conferred upon Baron von Richthofen, the German
aviator, the Order of the Red Eagle
with crown and swords.
The admiralty reports that only six
British merchantmen of 1,600 tons or
over and seven under that tonnage
were sunk in the week ending March

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER

Has been used for all ailments that
are caused by a disordered stomach
and Inactive liver, euch as sick head
LIVE
ache,
constipation,
sour stomach,
nervous indigestion, fermentation of
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
gases in the stomach. 4ugust Flower
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
both in stomach and Intestines, cleans Western Newspaper Union Nwt Service.
HOME AND ABROAD.
and sweetens the stomach and alimen
A
bridge is being erecttary canal, stimulates the liver to se ed onsubstantial
the road near Springer.
crete the bile and Impurities from the
Governor Lindsey issued a proclamablood. Sold in all civilized countries.
tion declaring Carlsbad a city.
FROM ALL SOURCES
Give it a trial. Adv.
About $1000 in poll tax in Albuquer
que is reported as delinquent.
Had to Register
30.
A negro lad, one of the dusky kind
Frederick A. Bush', of Silver City,
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE'
As the excitement incident to the
come up from the South, appeared passed away
that
after a long illness.
first few days of the German offensive at a local draft
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
board recently and indown reports come in of the bravdies
The
contract
for the erection of the
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
ery in face of danger of various work- quired for a questionnaire.
new Luna county Jail has been let.
"How
old are you?" he was asked,
ers in the American Red Cross.
Governor Lindsey, in a proclamaand his answer was: "Eighteen."
"Weatern Newspaper Union Newt Service.
Italians are warned against the
"It wasn't necessary for you to regis- tion, designated April 5 as Arbor and
ABOUT THE WAR
speech of Count Czernin by the Glor-nal- ter for the draft," he was told.
Bird day.
The British have recaptured Ayette,
D'ltalia, as, it says, "Austria-HungarThe Young Women's Christian As"Not necessary I Man, you don't
south of Arras.
has spoken of peace before know that town where Ah registered. sociation has erected a new building
American forces now are occupy every new offensive against Italy."
Ah was working on the street when at Deming.
ing a sector on the Meuse heights
The Bolshevist government has two big cops grabbed me and said,
Workmen are erecting new coal
south of Verdun.
crushed all its enemies, but cannot 'Nlggnh, you beat it over there and chutes at Carrizozo to replace those
Fierce fighting has broken out in consider Its power lasting owing to registah or we'll beat yoh haid.' "
recently burned.
the districts of Batoum, Kars and Ard the disorganization of the country,
FJve thousand pounds of spring
Leon Trotzky declared in a speech ai
He Did.
ahm, in the Caucasus.
wheat seed was received by the De
Moscow.
finally
get
managed to
He
the words Baca county agent.
'with
Thirty German transports
troops have arrived at Hango, on the
It is persistently rumored in well in- from between his teeth.
Alvin M. White of Silver City has
southern coast of Finland, southeast formed circles at Copenhagen that . "Will you marry me, Ethel?" he been appointed a director of the U.
stammered.
Count Czernin, the
of Helsingfors.
She had just met somebody she S. employment service.
The recent British aerial raids on foreign minister, intends to resign as liked better, and trying to let him
The Oaks Company 1b getting good
soon
peace
as
with Rumania has beeD
Cologne caused 248 deaths, half of
ore from the third level of the
mill
easy,
; "I thought you
down
began
she
whom were soldiers, according to re finally secured.
Deep Down Mine at Mogollón.
knew better "
Erzerum, the principal city of Turk
ports received at Basle.
He choked back the lump of bitThe State Council of Defense has be
In the week ending ilarch 30 Teu ish Armenia, is reported in an Ex- terness when he realized the position gun the work of organizing community
change
Telegraph
dispatch
Mos
from
tonic submarines sank three Italian
which she was attempting to assume: councils in all sections of the state.
steamships of more than 1,500 tons cow to have been recaptured from the "Oh, sure I do, but they have all turnThe Roswell District Methodist Con
Turks by an Armenian corps, aided by ed me down," he replied.
and destroyed one sailing vessel.
ference will convene at Hope, April
a detachment of Armenian volun
At Dernancourt and southwest of teers.
24, and will be in session' three days.
Cutlcura Kill Dandruff.
Albert the Germans succeeded in get
The United States forest headquar
an
In
by
official
statement
spots
Anoint
issued
of dandruff with Cutlting a footing in allied defenses. The
gets an annual
ters
government
at Paris, Premiei cura Ointment. Follow at once by a budgetat ofAlbuquerque
ituation at Albert was restored by a the
$000,000 for carrying on its
hot
shampoo
Clemenceau's
oi
with
denial
Soap,
Cutlcura
If
the
of
a
truth
counter attack.
assertion of Foreign Ministei man; next morning if a woman. For work.
Just to the southwest of Albert, the the
J. W. Stewart has been engaged as
free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept
Czernin,
British have withdrawn a short dis ing peacethat a conversation concern X,
physical director for the University of
Boston."
druggists
At
had
by
been
and
held
mail.
Aus
between
tance and the French have given up
New Mexico. He also will coach the
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
the village of Castle, west of Moreuil, tria and France, was given confirma
athletic teams.
tion.
says Friday's report.
The monthly apportionment of. state
What "His Bit" Really Means.
The queen of Montenegro has pre
In southern Russia the Germans
As first used in England, "His Bit" funds from 1917 taxes, amounting to
sented to Mrs. Nina Larrey Duryea, was
have captured the town of Ekaterin-slavIntended to convey the impression $224,896.75, has been made by Deputy
an important commercial and in Mrs. Laurence V. Benet and Mrs. Hu- of "his all' but theerm "bit" ns used State Treasurer W. E. Carroon.
Dert
Tuttle the gold medal of the in this country ratheT minimizes
dustrial center on the Dnieper river, queen's
the
The Knights Templar of Clayton
order, the highest distinction
doing" have received about $1,800 worth of
250 miles southeast of Odessa.
in her gift, in recognition of the serv task before us. Men think of one
"his bit" in a sense of smallness rather new uniforms in addition to those alA German attack north of Moreuil ices of the Duryea committee
for the than in a sense of consecration of their
ready on hand, worth about $1,000.
was repulsed by the French fire, and relief of Montenegrin refugees.
all. Let's find some new expression-stron- ger, . The office of
the enemy was unable to gain a foot
the secretary of state
"We cut down the Germans as
more emphatic, more all-eing in any part of the French posihas issued this year 13,704 automobile
harvester
cuts
bracing,
down
yet
wheat,"
and
profane,
said
not
which
tions, the war office announces, ex
conveys the thought that we must do licenses. The total number issued all
wounded lieutenant back from
cept at one point.
last year was something over 14,000.
"We went on cutting them our utmost in this great world war.
Friday, the German official state down until we emptied our cartridge Mañufacturers' Record.
A gun battle between Undersheriff
ment claimed successes both north boxes. Then our dragoons on theii
R. L. Wootten and his deputies and
and south of the Somme and that the mounts came right up to the firing
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Reí a gang of men believed to have been
number of prisoners taken since the line and brought us more cartridges.' Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, cleat cattle rustlers was fought at the BarWhite clothes. Adv.
beginning of the drive has increased
das bridge.
'
to 90,000 and the guns captured now uuuRussia will form an army of 1.500,Leopoldo Mazon, who was acquitted
men,
not
power
inferior
in
and
Animals Admitted to Heaven.
total 1,300.
The French estimate equipment to
recently
of the murder of Patrico Gonthe Germans and Japan
According- to the Mohammedan re
places German losses at 500,000.
ese, M. Podvoisky, assistant secretary ligion, ten animals were worthy of ad- zales in Albuquerque, has been arrested there for firing a revolver through
Dispatches to Les Nouvelles state or war, declared at a conference in mission to
heaven. They were :
the top of a taxlcab.
that on the occasion of the last en- Moscow of the various military deThe dog Kratlm of the Seven Sleeptente allied air raid on Coblenz twen partment heads.
A second well has been struck on
This would be th ers of Ephesus. These martyrs were
persons were killed and 100 first step in arming the whole
Russian walled In a cave and slept 230 years, Sunshine Hill in the Electra field near
wounded.
Great damage was done nation.
Carrizozo. The first well is pumping
the dog sleeping with them.
the railroad station being demolished.
Balaam's nss which reproved the 75 barrels per day and the second is
SPORT
In the last raid on Treves, sixty per
said to be equally as good.
Rail birds at the track at Louisville prophet.
sons were killed and hundreds were
Dr. S. J. Crumbine, secretary of the
Solomon's
ant
reproved
which
the
wounded, the railroad station was Ky., are picking Sun Briar to win the sluggard.
State Board of Health, was
Kansas
damaged and streets in the neighbor historic Southern classic, the Ken
speaker at a meeting of the'
chief
the
Jonah's
whale.
tucky derby.
hood were heaped with ruins.
The ram of Israel which was offered New Mexico Public Health AssociaJess Willard began training for his in sacrifice by Abraham in place of tion held in Albuquerque.
WESTERN
match with Fred Fulton, scheduled for Isaac.
Governor Lindsey granted a condiDuring the last two months oil pro- July 4. His
work consisted of a five-mil- e
The camel of Saleb.
tional pardon to Luis Cortez, an alien,
per
38
duction increased
cent in Okla
walk. He will walk that distance
The cuckoo of Belkis. '
who had been sentenced in Bernalillo
homa and 42 per cent in Kansas.
each day for a week. Then will be
county in 1917 to serve three to five
The ox of Moses.
Transfer oi the Hammond distil gin the work in the gym. He Is now
Al
Borak,
years in the state penitentiary.
marvelous
the
steed
which
lery, one of the largest in the Sixth lining up his sparring partners. The
Mohammed to heaven.
The sheep sanitary board has orInternal revenue district, into a feed champion believes Colorado will get carried ass on
The
which Jesus rode into dered that 'all sheep in the state and
mill, was begun at Hammond, Ind.
tne right.
Jerusalem. People's Home Journal.
all sheep which may enter the state
Copies of two personal letters
Joseph L. Turre, Denver wireless ex
after July 1, 1918, shall be dipped unupon official stationery of the ex pert, former Manual and Colorado
Not to Be Expected.
der the supervision of federal or state
ecutive office by Gov. G. W. P. Hunt Mines football star, left Denver for
"Josephine had a quiet wedding, inspectors.
to Charles Wolhlschlegel, secretary of Washington, D. C, where he will en didn't she?" "Oh, no; she had to be
The remains of Sergeant Robert J.
the Miami branch of the I. W. W., who list in the special radio section of the there, you know."
Harvey
of Company A, 115th headnow
is
in jail, were made public by United States Army Intelligence Divi
quarters and military police, drowned
the federal authorities at Globe, Ariz. sion, his work in Denver having won
man
who Insists on seeing with
The
Wolhlschelgel was arrested in a raid him an appointment to that branch of perfect clearness before he decides at La Jolla, Cal., a Santa Fe boy, arrived at Santa Fe, where the body was
on the I. W. W. hall in Miami.
the service,
never decides.
buried with military honors.
The average loss by fire in Colorado
A pretentious golf program for the
District Judge Reed Holloman has
1917
was
for
only $1.03 per person, 1918 season was adopted for the Lake-woogranted Mrs. R. H. Case a continuance
according- to insurance figures for the
Country Club by the tournament
to the September term of her trial for
year. Colorado is the third lowest, committee at Denver, including a long
the killing of her husband at Santa Fe.
the two lowest being Utah with 95 series of events starting with sweeo- Mrs. T. J. Griffith has the distinccents and New Mexico with 84 cents. takes on April 13 and continuing until
tion of being the only woman In Gal- late
in
November.
WASHINGTON
up in the draft, and Subject to call to
Orders have been issued to Increase GENERAL
service at any time. Mrs. Griffith is
size of ships being built.
The Cunard line steamship Valeria,
a professional nurse and served in
Buildlne-ufor the Snrins AttarV a
Secretary Baker's tour of inspection a vessel of 5,865 tons gross register,
Cuba' in the Spanish-Americawar.
the
Front is a good deal like putting
has been sunk In the Irish sea.
in Europe is about at an end.
Leon
Chester
Breaux
City.
Silver
of
body
the
In condition for an invasion
Robert P. Prager, 45, was hanged by of
Another Germanic "peace" offensive
was accidentally killed March 18 at
germs
the
of
grip,
pneumonia
or
a mob at Collinsville, 111., paying with
seen in Count Czernin's address.
Pearl Harbor, Honolulu, Hawaiian Isspring rever" here at home.
At this time of the year most nennl
President Wilson will answer Count his life for alleged
lands. At the time of his death the
Fire, supposedly of incendiarv ora-i-- suffer from a condition often called young man wa a member of the UnitCzernin's peace talk with assurances
in,
Spring
swept the west bottoms wholesale
Fever. They feel tired, worn ed States marines, being a first serthat America "will fight to a finiBh."
out, before the day
Official announcement was made by business section of Kansas City, de may have frequentIs half thru. They geant.
headaches
Charged with disloyalty to America,
the State Department that .the Japan- stroying property estimated at be- sometimes "pimply" or pale skin and
and
ese government has landed armed tween $3,000,000 and $5,000,000.
white lips. The reason for this is that and with the writing of editorials that
Burro beef is the latest addition to during the wintertime,
were held to be
Edward
forces in Vladivostok.
shut up withthe list of foods brought to the fore in doors, eating too much
meat and D. Tittman, United States attorney
King George sent greetings to Pres- by war conditions.
In the Alter dis- too little green vegetables, one heaps for the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico,
ident Wilson on the occasion of the trict of the state,
of Sonora, Mexico, fuel Into the system which is not burned has been expelled from the New Mexfirst anniversary of the entry of the burros are now being
slaughtered for tip and the clinkers remain to poison ico Bar Association.
United States into the war.
the system a cloeeine ud of the circu.
their food value.
Dr. Seiche E. Ikomoto, the famous
lation with inactive liver and kidneys.
Formulation of a national war labor
United States Senator-elec- t
Trvine Time to put your
Japanese savant, addressed the New
house in order.
policy based on the recent recom- - L. Lenroot declared in a statement at
'
For an invlgoratlne tonic which will Mexico Public Health Association
mendations of the war labor confer- - Milwaukee, Wis., that he would aim. clarify
upon
subject
of "Occupational
the
the blood, put new life in the
nee board was recommended to Pres- port President Wilson in the Senate aa body, sparkle
to the eves, and n Therapy." This subject is engaging
ident Wilson by Secretary of Labor he did in the House in all measures whalesome skin, nothing
does so well the attention of the foremost tuberWilson.
helpful in the prosecution of the war. as a glyceric herb extract made from culosis specialists of the country.
News reached Washington that Italy
The German press is warning; its Golden Seal root, Blood and Stone
The first military funeral and the
Oregon grape root and Wild
has sent a large force to Join General readers not to expect too much of the root,
first interment in the National cemeCherry
conbark.
This
can
be
In
had
Foch's reserve army.
offensive In the west, says a Reuter venient, reaiy-to-us- e
tablet form at all tery from the forces of the present
War expenses have averaged about dispatch from London.
drug stores, sixty cents, and has been war took place at Santa Fe when RayLord Aberdeen, formerly governor sold for the past fifty years as Dr. mond C. Bloom, one of the soldiers
$13,000,000 a day since the first of
July, the Treasury Department an- general of Canada and lord lieutenant Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. By from New Mexico was laid to rest.
of Ireland, in a speech in New York reason of the nerves feeding on the Simple but beautiful honors were paid
nounced.
The great war thus far has cost over declared peace can be achieved only blood, when the blood is pure the the young man by his country and his
nerves feel the effect, and neuralgia or
$100,000,000,000, Representative Hull, by a victory for the allies.
nerve pains disappear because friends.
Kathryn Denver, 15 years old, other pain
Tennessee, financial authority in ConThe Socorro Mining & Milling Co.
such
is the cry of the starved
daughter of former Congressman nerves for food.
gress, estimated.
When suffering from has cut the Queen vein from the
anniversary
Mathefl
of the entry
R. Denver, was struck by a backache, frequent or scanty urine, Champion Mine
The first
and also from the 700- rheumatic pains here or there, or that
of the United States into the war Pennsylvania passenger train at Wilconstant tired feeling, the simple way foot level of the Fanny shaft at Mofound General Pershing's veterans mington, Ohio, and almost instantly to
overcome these disorders is merely gollón. A good vein was found at
killed.
somewhere in the battle zone.
to obtain Dr. Pierce's Anuria from each place.
your druggist. In tablets, sixty cents.
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(LUCKY SYLWiE
CIGARETTE

STATE NEWS

month we make enough
EVERY Strike
Cigarettes to reach,
end to end, from New York to China,
the long way around. That's

15,000,000

Regular men like the Lucky Strike
Cigarette good, solid Kentucky

'

Austro-Hungarla-

A DAY

jBurley tobacco, fine for a cigarette
because

IT'S TOASTED

n

(Q

) Guaranteed by

(fa

Las-sign-

ty-si- x
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Get Big Wolf.
W. Fountain, a rancher of the Mo
Kenzle Valley, living near Walterville,
Ore., recently brought to Eugene the
pelt of a huge black wolf trapped by

him.
He caught it in two traps, set close
to each other, and the animal had both
broken and would have escaped soon
hnd Mr. Fountain not arrived when he
did. There are several of these animals in that vicinity, and the ranchers
have been losing cattle and sheep as a
result of their depredations.
This wolf was one of the largest
ever seen In this county, measuring
over eight feet from tip to tip.

Drop til a post card today and)
get FKflH INFORMATION about.
win new DOOK,
"CATTLE.

BREEDS AND ORIGIN"

about aU breed of cattle on earth.
DR.

DAVIdROIERTS'

VETERINARY

CO.,

100,

WAUKESHA.

Wll

B. Oolaman.
Watson
Patent Lawyer, Washington,
D. O. Advloeanábookilre
Highest
Batee reasonable.
reference. Beataarrioe,

PATENTS

Heal SKinTroubles
.That Itch and Bum
with Cutlcura.

.

The Soap to cleanse and
purify, the Ointment to
sooine ana neai. tveru-vhtr- e

Low Visibility.
"This Is an
hotel, all
right."
"In what particular?"
"It has a luxuriously furnished
smoking room for indies."
"Suppose a roan's wife were in there
and he wanted to see her a minute?"
"I guess he'd have to call her out if
he wanted to get a good look at her.
The atmosphere Inside is rather thick."
Birmingham

SoTO25t0intmerit25tyHj

COUGHING

annoys others and hurts yon. Rellere throat
irritation and tickling-- , and set rid of com hi,
colda and hoarseness by taking at onca

Age-Heral-

retry quarrels prolong a

big war.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

sgehqs mí

18.

nmmm

Are Common in Western Canada
The

thousands of U. S. farmers who have accepted
Canada's generous offer to settle on homesteads or buy
farm land in her provinces have been well repaid by
bountiful crops of wheat and other grains.
Where you can buy good farm land at $15 to $30
per acre get $2 a bushel for wheat and raise 20 to
45 bushels to the acre you are bound to make money
that's what you can do in Western Canada.
In the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberta you can get a

n

n

9

What Do Yon Know About
CATTLE? v
De Toa Want to Know tb
CATTLE BUSINESS ?

J.

118'

HOMESTEAD OF 160 ACRES FREE
and other land at very low prices.

During many years Canadian

wheat fields have averaged 20 bushels
to the acre many yields as high as
45 bushels to the acre. Wonderful
crops also of Oats, Barley, and Flax.
Mixed Farming is as profitable an
industry as grain raising. Good
school. Churches; market convenient,
climate excellent. Write for literature and
aa to reduced railway ratea to
partícula
&upt.oi Immigration, Ottawa, Can., or to
V.V.BENNETT
Kotm 4,B Bidg.,0nihi,Nek.
Canadian Government Afent

Carter's little Liver Pills
You Cannot be

Constipated
and Happy
Small Pill
Small Doss
Small Price

AKS

many colorleaa faces but

X

II lye

A Remedy That
Makes Life

Worth Living
Genuine bean signature

IRON PILLS
pARTER'S
will greatly help most
peopla
pale-fac-

ed

TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.

Spring Colds
Are the Worst
They lead to catarrh and
pneumonia. They weaken
the entire system and leave
it unable to resist the sudden
changes. They interfere with
your digestion and lessen your activity. Neglected they soon become
that dread distase known as systemic catarrh. Don't neglect them.
It's costly as well as dangerous.

PERUNA
Will Safeguard You
Have a box of Peruna Tablets with you for the sudden
sys-

cold or exposure. Tone your
tem up with a regular course of the
liquid Peruna, fortify it against
colds, get your digestion up to normal, take care of yourself, and avoid
danger. If you are suffering now
begin the treatment at once. Give
Nature the help she needs to throw,
off the catarrhal inflammation, and
again become well.
Peruna has been helping people
for 44 years. Thousands of homes
rely on it for coughs, colds and indigestion. It's a good tonic for the
weak, as well.
The Peruna Company
Ohio

Columbus,

no more necessary
than Smallpox. Army
experience bu demonstrated
I

TYPHOID

the almost miraculous effi
cacy, and faarmlesinesi, of Antityphoid Vaccination.
Be Tacclnated NOW by your physician, you and
your f amtly. It Is more vital than house Insurance.
Ask your physician, druggist, or tend for "Hava
you had Typholdr" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,
results from use, and danger from Typhoid Carrieia.
BERKELEY,
CAL
THE CUTTER LABORATOBY,
f noDticiae VACciKit a ilium nasi u. a. aov. ucsasi

Wasted Energy.
"What a pity Narcissus, who pined
away because he couldn't eat or sleep
for admiring his own beauty, didn't
live In these times."
"Why, how would that have helped
him?"
I
"Yon poor boob, he could have kept
on admiring himself and got a lot
out of It as a movie Idol."
I

Had To Quit Work
Gave Up Hope of Recovery, But

Doan's Restored His Health.
Has Been Well Since.
J. B. Ragless, carpenter, 210 W. 60th

St., Chicago, 111., says: "My back gave
out completely and I had to quit work.
I could hardly endure the pain in my
back and nights I tossed and turned,
unable to sleep. Often in the morn-in- s
my back was as
stiff as a board, so that
I couldn't stoop to dress
myself. When I did
manage to bend over,
everything
before me
turned black. My head
seemed to be whirling
and sometimes I was so
dizzy I had to grasp
something to keep from
falling.
"The kidney secretit. hjlcss
tions were irregular in
passage, getting me up at night and
the passages burned cruelly. I lost my
appetite, was weak and listless and
pounds in
went down twenty-fivweight. When I had almost given up
hope, Doan's Kidney Pills cured me.
Soon after, I passed an examination
for life insurance and I'm glad to say
my cure has lasted."
Sworn to ieforé me,
GEO. W. DEMPSTER, Notary Public.
Gat Doaa's at Any Storo, 60e a Bos
e

DOAN'S
CO

FOSTER-MILBUR-

kpdJLV

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Supply and Demand.
"Are the markets regulnted by supply and demand?"
"Tes," replied Mr. Dustin Stax. "The
latest system Is based on a limited
supply of stuff and a lurge demand for
money."
Many a man's belief in his superior
wisdom makes a fool of him.

CORNS LIFT OUT!
COSTS FEW CENTS
Drops of magicl Doesn't
Drop a little
Freezone on a touchy corn,
instantly that corn stops hurting, then you lift it off with
the fingers. No painl Try it!

hurt one bit!

A1

I

Why wait? Your druggist sells
a tiny bottle of Freezone for a few
cents, sufficient to rid your feet of
every hard corn, soft corn, or corn
between
without
Freezone
discovery

the toes, and calluses,
soreness or irritation.
is the much talked of
of the Cincinnati genius.,

'FORCE WITHOUT

STINT OR LIMIT'
CHALLENGE FLUNG TO GERMANS
BY PRESIDENT WILSON IN

SPEECH.

BALTIMORE

Lemons Whiten and

LOYAL AMERICANS

0PENSTHIRDL0ANDR1VE

Beautify the Skin!
ÍJ
MUST CONTRIBUTE

CRUSHING OF GERMANY CAN BE
ACCOMPLISHED ONLY BY OUR
FINANCIAL AID.

The Juice of two fresh lemons strained into a bottle containing three ounces
of orchard white makes a whole quar-

LOAN

nary cold creams. Care should be tuk-e- n
to strain the lemon juice through a
fine cloth so no lemon pulp gets in,
then this lotion will keep fresh for
months. Every woman knows that lemon Juice is used to bleach and remove
such blemishes as freckles, sallowncss
and tan and Is the ideal skin softener,
smoothener and beautlfier.
Just try It ! Make up a quarter pint
of this sweetly fragrant lemon lotion
and massage it dally into the face,
neck, arms and hands. It should naturally help to whiten, soften, freshen and
bring out the hidden roses and beauty
of any skin. It is wonderful for rough,
red bands.
Your druggist will sell three ounces
of orchard white at little cost, and any
grocer will supply the lemons. Adv.

RESPOND

TO

LIBERTY

SAYS "ALL WE LOVE AND HAVE
WILL BE GIVEN TO REDEEM
WORLD FOR FREE MEN."

Appeal to All True Citizens to Help
Eliminate the Diseased' Tree Lying
Across the Path of True Democracy.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

(By WINSTON CHURCHILL, Who
Recently ' Returned From the War

Baltimore, Md. President Wilson at
a great Liberty Loan celebration here
April 6 gave America's answer to the
German drive on the western battle
front; to the renewed propaganda for
peace; to all propoa German-mad- e
sals to end the war before Germany is
awakened from her dream of world
dominion.
was:
answer
President's
The
"Force, force to the utmost, force
without stint or limit, the righteous
and triumphant force which shall
make Right the law of the world and
cast every selfish dominion down in
the dust."
A few hours before the President
spoke, he had reviewed a division of
citizen soldiers, called only a few
months ago 'from the pursuits of
peace; now transformed Into fighting
men to carry the ideals of America to
the battle fields of Europe. At the
moment a million more of their kind
all over the land were celebrating the
opening of the third Liberty Loan;
and orders for mobilizing the first of
the great army of a second million
were going out to the country.
Those were some of the physical
facts which backed his words when,
after reviewing briefly the evidence
that Germany seeks a peace for her
world dominion, the President declared:
"I accept the challenge. I know
that you accept it.' All the world
shall know that you accept it. It
shall appear in the utter sacrifice and
forgetfulness with which we shall give
all that we love and all that we have
to rédeem the world and make It fit
for free men like ourselves to live in.
This now is the meaning of what we
do. Let everything that we say, my
everything that we
henceforth plan and accomplish, ring
true to this response till the majesty
and might of our concerted power
shall fill the thought and utterly defeat the force of those who flout and
misprize what we honor and hold
dear.
"Germany has once more said that
force and force alone shall decide
whether Justice and peace shall reign
In the affairs of men; whether right
as America conceives it or dominion
as she conceives it shall determine
the destinies of mankind.
"There is, therefore, but one response possible from us, force force
to the utmost; force withoutstlnt or
limit, the, righteous force which shall
make right the law of the world and
cast every selfish dominion in the
dust."
Warning anew that a triumph of
arms for Germany means ruin for all
the ideals America has won and
lived for. the President reiterated he
was willing to discuss at any time a
fair, just and honest peace sincerely
proposed "a peace in which the
strong and weak shall fare alike."
"But the answer," he said, "when I
proposed such a peace came from the
German commanders in Russia, and I
cannot mistake the meaning of the
answer.
"They are enjoying in Russia," the
President declared, "a cheap triumph
In which no brave or gallant nation
can long take pride. A great people,
helpless by their own act, lies for the
time at their mercy. Their fair professions are forgotten. They nowhere
set up Justice, but everywhere impose
their power and exploit everything for
their aggrandizement, and the peoples
of conquered provinces are invited to
be free under their dominion.
"Are we not justified in believing,,
that they would do the same things at
their western front if they were not
there face to face with armies whom
their countless divisions cannot overcome?"
At the conclusion of the President's
address subscriptions were opened for
T.thprtv honds. The Savings bank of
Baltimore Immediately took $1,000,000
worth. Other large amounts were
subscribed.
,

Gotham's Loyalty Shown.
0
Subscriptions of
were reported to the Liberty
Loan committee of the New York federal reserve district for the first day
of the camraign for the third loan.
New York.

$102,-000,00-

fMe Cheap Lotion

Zone.)

Germany may be likened to a great
tree that hns fallen across the path
of democracy. The trunk is being
chopped through by two axes, the military ax and the propagandist ax.
If the trunk is to be severed and
the obstruction removed, neither ax
must be spared. Americans must contribute willingly to help their allies,
to support their army and navy, which
will be the deciding military factor In
the struggle.
Our American president was the
first world statesmnn to mnke clenr
thnt while a military victory Is essential, it is not In Itself ndequnte.
The great significance of this war
lies not on the battle lines, but behind
them. It Is a wnr for humnn liberty,
and that which restricts human
liberty, not only in the German empire, but also In America and England
and France and Italy and Russia
must be abolished. We are beginning
to perceive thnt the future progress
of democracy depends on nntlonnl unselfishness and International
scientifically conceived.
Issued World Proclamation.
In a series of masterly stnte pnpers
Mr. Wilson hns announced to the world
that America enters the war unselfishly,' and hns defined the true Issue
for nil the peoples of the earth even
for those deluded portions of the German population which, becnuse of a
false system of education, have hitherto upheld the hands of the worst
enemies of liberty, the Junkers. Until
quite recently, one of the most disquieting symptoms from the point of
view of the allies was a discontent
with, If not nn actunl opposition to, the
wnr of large elements among the working classes of the allied peoples. In
Russia, where democrncy wns most
cruelly suppressed, where conditions
for the pensnnt and the workingmnn
were hardest, a revolution actually
took place a revolution that has
sounaed the keynote of our times. The
world service which our president Is
doing Is thnt of enlisting the
of those masses for the wnr.
He Is convincing them thnt it is their
wnr. And these are they upon whom
the evils of an outword economic system hnve pressed hardest, and who
hitherto have seen little hope thnt victory over the Germnns meant their
Mr. Wilson hns Isown deliverance.
sued a world proclamation of emancipation from economic slavery.
Make Their Own Treaties.
He not only declnres thnt powerful
nations shnll cense to exploit little nations, but thnt powerful Individuals
shall cease to exploit their fellow men.
He declares that henceforth no wars
shnll be fought for domlnntlon, and
that to this end secret treaties shnll
be nbollshed. The peoples through
their representntlves shnll mnke their
own treaties. And Just as nntlonnl
democracy Insures to the individual
the greatest amount of
world democof
to
racy shall Jnsure
the Individual nations of the enrth, in
order that ench mny be free to mnke
Its own contribution to world democracy.
Fighting for Oppressed.
This is the spirit In which Amorlcn
hns entered the wnr. We are fighting
for the oppressed everywhere. And
we are equnily determined thnt the Injustice and Inequalities thnt exist In
our own government, the false standards of worth, the mnterlnlism, the
luxury and wnste shnll be purged from
our midst. We shnll seize this opportunity to finish up the denning of our
own household. To sustnln our nrmy
and navy In the struggle for such a
cause, to uphold our president, to nid
our nllles who hnve fought so long nnd
so bravely, these are worthy of our
sacrifices. I am confident thnt the response of the Amerlcnn people to the
third Liberty loan will be generous.
nlle-glnn-

Bonds Feed the Boys.
Every farmer knows how his boys
like to ent. Mother's fried chicken
nnd npple dumplings nnd pumpkin pies
hnven't a chance in the world when
the boys sit down at tnble. Lots of
farmers' boys are In France nnd the
farmer doesn't want them to go hungry over there. Liberty Bonds buy
food for them.

Don't Bury Your Bond.
Mulligan and Cohen Get Five Year.
When you nnd your neighbor hnve
Denver. Frank H. Mulligan, for- bought your Liberty Bonds, don't take
mer city detective, and Philip Cohen, them home nnd hide them In the cupTnke them to your country
Fort Morgan and Sterling fruit mer- board.
chant, convicted at Brighton of the banker nnd hnve him give you certifirobbery of Mrs. Irene Nolan at the cates of deposit for the bonds. Your
bnnker can take these bonds to n FedModel road house Jan. 2, were sentenced at Brighton to serve not less eral Reserve bank nnd borrow money
than five years nor more than seven for your use in ense you suddenly find
at Canon City. yourself in need of funds. Hiding a
In the penitentiary
money. Keep
Sentence was imposed after Judge bond Is ns bad as hoarding
money in circulaClass had listened to arguments by at- the bonds and the
country will pull through
torneys for the defendants for new tion and the
right.
all
crisis
this
trials. Motions were- overruled.

ter pint of the most remarkable lemon
skin beautlfier at about the cost one
must pay for a small Jar of the ordi-

Contrariness.
"Speaking of the kaiser's contrary
or arbitrary attitude in this pence
talk," snys a
legislator,
"reminds me of the Kansas farmer who was elected In the stnte
legislature a few yenrs ago. The farmer wns willed to the chnir during a
session to act ns spenker pro tern. A
motion wns mnde to lny a certain resolution on the table. The speaker put
the motion like this:
" 'AH those who want the resolution
to lay on the table sny aye ! AH those
who want to be contrary sny no ! "

PuMír nninínn
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Certain-tee- d
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duct of international prominence and use.
That preat force has built tin the CtrtaiH.teidh9iM

from nothing, 14 yean ago, to the world's largest
roll roonng industry now.
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Certain-tee- d
Roofing and Shingles

In every community under the

Roofing
sun, Certain-tee- d
is giving longer and better roofing service, at a loner
cost, than other kinds of roofing.
Certain-tie- d
costs less to buy, less to lay and less to maintain than any other type of roof. It is weatherproof, water
proof, spark proof and

It cannot rust or

corrode. It cannot melt under the hottest sun. It is not
affected by gases, acids, fumes, smoke, etc.
Certain-tee- d
is established everywhere as the most advantageous and economical roof,

for factories, round houses, elevators, garages, warehouses, hotels, farm buildings,
stores,
etc
In shingles, red or green, it it very popular for residences. Certain-teed

iii

well-know- n

Roofing is miaranteed 5. 10 or
old by good dealers everywhere.

is

It ia

Products Corporation

Certain-tee- d

lili

arrnrdincr to thickness.

15 vears

Manufacturers

of

Paints Varnishes Roofing

Certain-tee- d

Offices and Warehouses in the Principal Cities of America

Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
Work in Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
FARMING IN MAN POWER NECESSARY

TO WIN THE BATTLE FOR LIBERTY
Important to Mother
Examine carefully every bottle of
of the United States and Canada are asking for
Controllers
Food
The
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are availproduction.
food
greater
for infants and children, and see that It able
to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest. Upon the
Bears the
efforts of the United States and Canada rests the burden of supply.
Signature of
Evsry Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute; Every Available
In Use for Over 80 lears,
Farmer and Farm,, Hand Must Assist
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeoed, but man power
Musical Beginnings.
is short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for rao.e men for seedglimpse of

Mrs. Boynton caught a
her young son going to the librnry one
afternoon concealing something behind him. Upon investigation, she discovered he hnd a new porous plnster
which he had found in the medicine
closet.
"Why, Edmund," said the mother,
"what In the world are you going to
do with that plaster?"
"I am going to see what tune it will
play on the pianola, mother," replied
the boy. Puck.

How's This ?

We offer $100.00 for any case of catarrh
that cannot be cured by HALIVS
CATARRH MEDICINE.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is taken internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Sold by druggists for over forty years.
Price 76c. Testimonials free.
F. S. Cheney & Co.. Toledo, Ohio.

ing operation.

Canada's Wheat Production Last Year was 225,000,000 Bushels; the
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
the men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
States developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada. Whenever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
we want to direct him there.
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can best servt
the combined interests.
Western Canada's help will be required not later than May 5th. Wages to competent help, SS0. 00 a month and up, board and lodging.
Those who respond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages, good
board and find comfortable homes. They will get a rate oí one cent a mile from Canadian
boundary points to destination and return.
For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had apply toi

U.S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DENVER,

COLORADO;

brought them down empty. Happening
to get caught, he was carried to the
top floor, and In the orderly but rnpld
progress of the machine wns brought
to the ground rather suddenly. A
leaned from the second
story scaffolding and cried :
"Are you hurt, Pat?"
"You go to the divvle!" shouted
Pnt. "I passed you twLcet nnd ye niver
spoke to me."
fellow--

"Are you not tempted to retire from

politics?"
"No,"

replied

Senator

Sorghum ;
which

"that's a proposition concerning
I fear compulsion,

not temptation."

Be happy. Use Red Ctobs Bap; Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocers. Adr.

Has His Hands Full.
"I thought I knew what it was to
hnve responsibilities," said the head
of n large concern.
"But you found yourself mistaken?"
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are best for liver,
"Yes. My wife went away, leavbowels, and stomnch. One little Pellet
a poodle, n Maltese cat and a bowl
ing
Ad.
a
cathartic.
for a laxative, three for
of goldfish In my care."
An implement hns been pntented by
Builders of air cnstles are spared all
a New York man to enable a blind
worry about labor strikes.
person to thrend a needle.

Middle

WYOMING

CHEYENNE,

His Fear.

Resented the Snub.
An Irishman was at work on a hoisting machine thnt curried hods of
bricks to the top of a building, nnd

workman

-

HAVE YOU A

SWEETHEART,
or Brother In training
Son

camps in the American
Army or Navy ? IÍ so, mall
him a package ot ALLEN'S
FOOT EASE, the antiseptic
powder to be Bhaken into
the shoes and sprinkled in
The Amerithe
can, British and French
troops use Allen's Foot-Ea- se,
because it takes the
Friction from the Shoe and
freshens the feet. It Is the
greatest comforter for tired,
aching, tender, swollen feet,
s.Mi.ra u.. and gives relief to corns and
rut i... bunions.
The Plattsburg Camp Manual advises
men in training to Bhake Foot-Ea- se
In their shoes each morning. Ask
for a 26c. box of
your dealer y
and for a 2c. stamp
Allen's Foot-Ea- se,
you.
What remem
for
it
mall
he will
brance could be so acceptable r
loot-bat-

Aged

Are Here Told the Best Remedy
for Their Trouble.

Freemont, O. "I was passing1 through the critical
years of age and had all
period of life, being forty-si- x
heat flashes,
the symptoms incident to that change
nervousness, and was in a general run down condition,
E, Pink-ham- 's
Lydia
80 it was hard for me to do my work.
Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as
the best remedy for my troubles, which it surely proved
to be. I feel better and stronger in every way since
taking it, and tha annoying symptoms have disappeared." Mrs. M. Godden, 925 Napoleón St, Fremont,
Ohio.

North Haven, Conn. "tydla E. Plnkham'o Vegeta,
after everything else
tie Compound restored my health change
of life. There
bad failed when passing through
la nothing like it to overcome the trying symptoms."
Mra, fobxhcb Isxlla,Box 197, North Haven, Conn,

Ik Stsdk

LYDIA E. PIWKHAMS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
LYDIA E.PINKHAM

MEDICINE

CO. LYNN. MASS.
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B . S. Peiby Uniled before June 15, 1118.
described,
G.
Sam
before
T.
Bratton
class
mnttr.
Abstracts of Title to property ia
N. M.. as second
is the manager of the Taiban
Commissioner, at Melrose, N.M.
Roosevelt and Currr
It you are' single and your net InClovis, N.M. InState
eouatles.
his oiBoe the 15 day of Mar, 19 8.
Valley
News
and
follow
that the
more you
Claimant names as witnesses. JohnQ come for 1917 was $1,000 or
ii g ia to the best of herknowledg
flewell Robert Qaddy. William C. Stone, and must file a return.
R. D. Bowers
Boy Graham at
KEITH W. EDWARDS
with and belief, a true statement of
living
Ti ornas L. Bell, all of Tolsr, N. M.
you
and
were
married
If
Ropweü, N. M
CASH FEED STORE.
Ina
Attornrv & Counselor
net,
wife (or husbnnd) afid bad
the ownership,
maragfment
you
1917
more
for
Ft.
or
$2,000
come
of
Sümner, ; New Mexk
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Charles R. Brick
(and if a daily paper, the cirouN
Department of the Interior. TJ. S. Land must file a return.
That new Easter Bonnet if
Lacá
Office Practice a Speciallr
Roswell, N M Office at Fort Sumnei, N. M.. Jan. 17 . 19ÍH
Husband's and wife's Income must ation), etc., of the aforesaid pud
here. Batter call tomorrow.
Non Coal
be considered jointly, plus income of licaiion for the date shown in the
Notti-Is hereby given that Martin C.
,
Mrs J. Browr.e
minor children.
above caption, required by the amtsj. Hall
Sherman, of Tolar, N. M. who on April
W. R. Copléo
COUNTY OFFICES
Income of a minor or incompetent. Act of August 24,
made Hd. entry No. 0I0ÍI7 for NW'
1912,
embod
.j
,'orlved from a separate estate, must
.James J. Hall & Company;
Section 15, To. 2 N. R 30. B. IT. M. P. m. and
Spud at S2 5Q per hundred.
itd in seotion 445, Postal Laws
on' March 24. 1916 made Add. H. E No. 013734 be reported by his legal representa
TAX
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for 8 WH" section 10, Tp. 2N. R
TAIBAN GROCERY
Bonded Abstracter
live.
and Regulations, printed on the
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Severe penalties are provided for reverse cf
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of Intenrum to mane- final Three Tear
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That
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return
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TREASURER AND
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nr year's imprisonment, or both, plus
on the V5 day of April, 1918.
Hate at Wilson Brcs.
Dr. J. F. Hardin
managing
editor, and business
COLLECTOR
Claimant names as witnesses: Oliver C. 100 per cent, of tax.
'
managers
are:
or
on
Sfkes I,. Alva Andrews of t'lovls. N. M.'
For failure to make return
DENTIST
J. L. Lovelace
I, miser Beck of Melrose,
N. M Jamei
April 1, 1918, tine is from $2u
before
Pub.
T.B.
Speight
Ed. C.E.
FORT SUMNER, NEW
Payne. Tolar, N. M.
Show that you like your Uncle Sam,
MEXICO.
o $1.000, plus 50 per cent, of tax due.
Speight
Mgr..
Ed.'
Mrs.
A,
C.I.
EVANS
J.
Register
Colof
Flour.
the
filed
"L.
E.
with
Da
Returns must be
vies
tick to your allowance
lector of Internal Revenue of district Speight of Taíba.r, N, Mex.
H. R. Parsons
We have substitutes you will learn
in which you live.
2 .That the oweners are:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Inferior. U. S. Land
An agent may file return for a perto like.
Mrs. C. I. Speight and Sons
A ttorney-at-L- a
Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
w
son who Is ill, absent from the country
CHESHIRE'S STOR"
FOR SHERIFF:
Non Coal
M.
N.
Taiban,
or otherwise incapacitated.
ORT 8UMNE, M. M.
Notice Is hereby given that Joseph P.
Kiich return must be signed and
3 That the known bondholders
W. II. Adams,
swopes. of Tolar. N. M. who, on April 2. 116
sworn or affirmed by person execut-inTHIRD
that
Are vou buying
entry.
No, 012448 for
raids Homestead
morrgagees and other security
It.
SV4 Seu. 35. T. 4 N. Range 2
LIBERTY LOAN BOND? Be
J. C. Dunlap
Single persons are allowed $1,000 holders owning or holding 1 Der
rcast. N. K. P. Meridian, has filed notice
taxj
Mrs. C. I. Speight
100 per cent American and eliow
of intention to make Final Three Tear exemption in computing normal
cent or more of total emount of
A married person living with wife
J. A. W. Bell.
Proof to establish claim to the land above
it by doin$ yur best.
UNITED STATES
bonds, mortgages, or others sec
(or husband) Is allowed $2,000 exempCOMMISSIONER
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Commissioner, in her office at Taiban N. M. tion, plus $200 for each dependent urities aje;
none
NOTARY
PUBLIC
child under 18.
Judge Nixon of Ft. Sumner COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT on the 27th day of April, 1918
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A head of family, though single, is
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Claimant
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John,
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Was in Taiban Wednesday.
W. Rodger. Mattie T). Nowlin,
Robert B, allowed 92,000 exemption if actually next above giving the names of
Miss Rachel V. Fmith
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New
Returns must show the entire
security
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amount of earnings, gains and profits
cf
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COUNTY CLERK
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and daughter Almarine
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NOTICE
OF
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in
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security holder as they appear
Sumner
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
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J. E. Owens
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con
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further right to be heard
companjs trustees, hold! and Meal.
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your answer the name of
Secretary McAdoo is giving a
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TAIBAN GROCERY
expenses
Necessiiry
In
actually paid
or other securities than as so
the post office to which you desire future
flag to every town that goes over
the conduct of business, trade or proPRESBYTERIAN
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tated by h'im.
fession may be claimed.
its quota at the THIRD LIBER-Ta.J.EvAnh. Ueeister.
for Publi cation
Rev. J. R. Carver,
Pastor Date of 1st publication
A farmer can clnlin payments for
C E. Speight, Ed. Nt''ce
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.Var.
LOAN Lets be sure to get Preaching, 2nd Sunday in
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"
pairs on buildings, except his dwelling
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me
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"
this
day
of
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Department
April
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of in interior, U. g. Lana
repairs of fences and farra machinery,
BAPTIST CHURCH
Offle. ,t Fort Sumner, W.
materials and small tools for immedi- V. A. Speight, Notary Public.
Mildred Rowley of theprimary
M..M.r. 20 ,81t
Nolle,
la hereby riven that. ..
Rev. D. C. Barb, Paster.
ate use.
directed
My Com. expires
1921.
by the Commissioner of the
room bought Thrift Stamps 6ince
General Lnd ofHo,
The amount of rent pnld for a farm
Preaching, 3rd Sunday in each
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
under
provisions
of
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pursuant t.
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Department of the Interior, U. S. rnrt may also be claimed as a tenant farmthe applcation of James L, spradllnr. of Taimonth; Hours, 11 a m & 8 p m. 0Tlce
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PATRIOTIC
RALLY
ban. n. if. serial no. 01S60. we trill offer
m; E. CHURCH, SOUTH
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Notice Is hereby given that
public sale to the tannest bidder, bat .
i
Robert English of Melroae N. M, who on April ble If bought for resale. But if bought
J. M. Cheshire Tent to Clovis Rev. L. Self,
,
than
tl.74
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n.r
Pastor
At Taiban, Saturday April 13. the
v
n. in., on
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for breeding purposes cattle are an in7th day of May n.xt. .t cium
m.
Wednesday to atteno a blow out
Preaching, 4th Sunday in each Section 12. T. JN,
vestment, not an expense, and cannot
Program
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E,
ollowin tract of land : SWkSWlt . See
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notioe
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be allowed,
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Tl NR. 2s. b. v.m . p, .
Music by Taiban Band
uf intention to make Final Three Year
Th, ,aie w, not b, kpt open
A storekeeper can claim amounts
m
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Proof tu eatabllan claim to the land above paid
Music by String Ban j
elared cleied when those present at the
for advertising, clerk hire, telehear
before T. B. S. Denby United phone, water, light
named
Dr. Carver will be here next Perry Keith, Superintendent. described,
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ceased biddina. The person matiand fuel, also
Opening Address, J E. Owens nSUSes Cominlasione
in hi oíHc
at
the
hishest
freight bills and cost of opwill be required to immedi8uniay, his reular dk, but Meets at 10:00 every Sunday Me'rose. N. Mon the hth day of May 1918. erating and
Olney Williams ately pay te the bid
Receiver the amount thereof.
repairing wagons and Song by
.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
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oe
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will
the
preaching
there
olalminsr
.v. .v
Patriotio talks led by Mrs. S. F. described
trucks.
Charles A, Smith, Sylvester Brooks.
Oscar
land are advised to file their claims
A physician can claim coRt of his Culberson.
day will be giveisover to a Pat- - Prayer meeting every Tnurday McOruder. Baxtar Bragg, all of Melrose. N. M.
.
,
.w.ions. on or before the time deeicnated
A, f. EVANS
Register professional supplies, rent, office help,
for sale.
riotio service. Patriotic talks night,
telephone, expense of team or automo- Musio by String Band
A. J. EvA.f,
r
You are cordially invited t0
will be made by Dr. and oihers.
bile used in making professional calls A business explanation of Bond First pab. April 6th
Last pub. nay (re
expenses
attending
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medical
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H, G. Rowley
sales, by
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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to come and all who possibly can
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Song
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Club
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Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
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are urged to attend.
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LODGE DIRECTORY
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NOTICE is hereby given that Allen Doll of are not necessary In his profession.
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Another car of heavy, timber
Denver.
Cast, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice well being of a person or family are
String Band.
of intention to make Final Three Year
for the Western Oil & Refining of each month.
For particulars write
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to Knight-CambeC. P. Stone, Con. Com.
Every one is requested
Proof to establish claim to the laad above
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more
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witnesses:
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moved to own
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theft, except when compensated by In- debate: Resolvod which had the
Ex GOVERNOR W. C.
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surance or otherwise.
ignating land under the Section
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Wear and tear of rented buildings or Batchelors; the affirmative were
Will pay highest priocs for
homestead law. It is expected
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William C. MeDonald, first ftate claimed,
hide.
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!iat this work will take over a
family. Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
CASH FEED 8T0RE. hood Governor of the New MexVou can also claim the amount paid negatives; Messrs Owens
and
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your net Income.
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